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R Austin, Oliver L. Birds of the World; illus. by Arthur Singer; ed. by Herbert
7- S. Zim. Golden Press, 1961. 316p. $17.50.
An impressive and comprehensive oversize book that describes the birds of the
world and pictures them in illustrations that are profuse, accurate, and often breath-
takingly beautiful. The arrangement of the material is by orders and families, with
the progression in order of anatomical complexity. The index is excellent, giving
common and scientific names, starring illustrations, and italicizing references other
than the main account. The writing style is direct, competent, and fairly solid; be-
cause the descriptions of bird habits are filled with vivid details, the writing is not
dry. A fine reference book, although size (and sheer weight) preclude use as a book
for quick identification in the field. The introduction gives good background material
about distribution, evolution, conservation, etc.
Ad Bancroft, Henrietta. Down Come the Leaves; illus. by Nonny Hogrogian.
1-2 Crowell, 1961. 34p. (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books.) Trade ed. $2.50;
Library ed. $2.35 net.
A simple presentation of a first science topic for beginning independent readers.
The text describes the way in which the fallen autumn leaves are replaced by new
leaves in the spring and discusses the fact that some trees keep their leaves all
winter. Some of the individual trees are cited, and are shown clearly in the quite
lovely illustrations. The author touches on the topics of photosynthesis and repro-
duction in very modest terms; wisely, no attempt at involved explanation is made.
However, the concepts as stated may not be clear to the reader: for example, "Did
you ever wonder why the leaves come down? Leaves comes down because their work
is done. Leaves make food. That is their work." It is possible that the way in which
leaves "Make Food" may not be understood.
R Bishop, Claire (Huchet). A Present from Petros; illus. by Dimitris Davis.
4-6 Viking, 1961. 85p. $2.50.
Set on the island of Rhodes, the story of a Greek boy of eleven who volunteered to
take his father's place as a guide for tourists when father fractured his legs in a
fall. Although he could speak no English, Petros made a friend of the American girl
whose father had hired him; grateful for their kindness, Petros wanted to give Susan
a very special present. He took her to see the unique butterfly trees of the island,
and was happy when, a year later, Susan wrote to say that her father thought Petros
would be a writer because of his imaginative gift. Unusual background, realistic
characters and relationships, and a gentle humor in the writing. Occasionally the
conversation, which is for the most part one of the assets of the story, has some
awkwardness on the part of Petros mother; since she is speaking in Greek, there
seems little need for her to say, "Is already a plenty, if you ask me." or "Because,
excuse me to contradict you .. ." when the other Greek people do not do this.
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Ad Blish, James. The Star Dwellers. Putnam, 1961. 192p. $3.50.
7-12
Better than average science fiction, with imaginative concepts and good pace in de-
velopment. Characterization and dialogue are good, the only weakness in the writing
being an occasional lapse into slang in narrative passages: "dangerous critter" or
"hauled away to the pokey." The story is set in the interplanetary future, and Space
Cadet Jack Loftus goes on a high-priority mission to establish contact with another
life-form. A new era in peaceful interstellar relations is established when the mis-
sion is successfully concluded.
Ad Bothwell, Jean. The Emerald Clue. Harcourt, 1961. 191p. $3.25.
8-10
Tara, seventeen, had all her life rebelled against conforming to the traditional role
of Indian women. When she found the emerald (torn from the bridle of a stolen favor-
ite horse) in the hand of a mysterious stranger who lay dead in the garden, Tara felt
that she had a right to go with the men of her family on a searching party. Forbidden
to go, she joined the party in boy's clothes; eventually she was discovered. In the
course of tracking down the horse thieves, Tara met and fell in love with a young of-
ficer. The book ends with a double engagement party and the retrieval of the valuable
animal. The Indian background is always of interest in Miss Bothwell's stories; the
characters and the picture of Tara's wealthy family (and its concessions to moder-
nity) are equally vivid. The book is weakened somewhat by the rather labored devel-
opment of the plot.
Ad Bowen, Irene. Mystery of Eel Island; illus. by Jacqueline Tomes. Lippincott,
5-6 1961. 160p. $2.75.
A good story for middle-grade readers, with good atmosphere and natural conversa-
tion. Joanna, staying at a Lake Ontario resort for the summer, is convinced that
there is somebody staying in the old pump house on uninhabited Eel Island. With her
old friend Mike, Joey investigates . . . she is already convinced that somebody is
looking for jewels buried by a former resident. What she finds is a frightened boy
who has escaped from East Germany and jumped ship at the Seaway. The book is
weakened by the sudden turn of events that bears little relationship to the building
up of preceding plot. The writing style is good, and the characters-although not
drawn in depth-are natural, with good family relationships.
Ad Bradbury, Bianca. Say Hello, Candy. Coward-McCann, 1961. 190p. $3.
7-9
Although Candy's story begins with a stock situation, the author has carefully avoided
a patterned development. Financially depleted by father's accident, the Andrews fam-
ily moves to a small town, to an inherited house, and to an antique shop for mother.
Candy resents the change, misses her friends, and is worried about college. However,
the usual results of a formula plot do not obtain: father's treatment is not successful
and he stays a cripple, the antique business goes fairly well but is more routine than
dramatic, and Candy's adjustment is quite realistic. The story is weakened somewhat
by occasional passages of sentimental or florid writing and a few too many characters,
but it is realistic and has good developmental values in its presentation of adjustment,
relations with parents and friends, and the overcoming of snobbishness.
M Brady, Charles A. The King's Thane; illus. by Henry Pitz. Doubleday, 1961.
6-9 191p. $2.50.
A long and intricate story of Bjarki, the Norse hero whose deeds are recorded as
those of the hero of Beowulf, and of Beorn the recorder of those deeds. Bonded to
Bjarki when he was fifteen, the lamed Beorn participated in the adventures of the
Norseman's year (625-26) at the court of Edwin of Northumbria. The best aspect of
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the book is in the detail of language and custom of the period;, the book is weak-
ened seriously by the heavy writing style, the intricacies of plot, and the multiplic-
ity of characters. The plot is a curious combination of conquests of half-men and
dragons, court conspiracies, and sustained emphasis on the conversion of pagan
Northumbria.
NR Clifford, Eth. No Pigs No Possums No Pandas; by Eth and David Clifford.
4-5 Putnam, 1961. 44p. illus. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.68 net.
yrs.
A book with very slight text that seems patently contrived to fit a collection of ani-
mal photographs. Ralphie wants an unusual pet. He suggests many to his mother: an
elephant, a leopard, a giraffe, etc. (all shown in photographs) and mother says no.
Even when she says "Why, next thing I know you'll be asking for a zebra." there is
a picture of a zebra. In the end she brings in a puppy, which is unusual because it
is Ralphie's.
R Collier, Ethel. The Birthday Tree; pictures by Honore Guilbeau. Scott, 1961.
1-2 60p. $3.
For beginning independent readers, a story told by a small girl who, while visiting
a farm on her birthday, is given a small tree to replant at home. The author estab-
lishes a mood of quiet satisfaction as the child happily sits under her own tree, tak-
ing turns with a friend in sitting in the small shadow cast by the few leaves. Several
times in the course of the story the author introduces some helpful hints without be-
ing obtrusive: the child is late going to bed because she herself cleans her shoes of
the mud resulting from planting, she is anxious to share her new possession, she
thanks the farmer for her happy visit, etc. A modest and pleasant book. The refer-
ence to the leaves as robin-colored may confuse readers who may assume that the
whole bird is the color shown.
R Commins, Dorothy Berliner. All about the Symphony Orchestra and What It
6-9 Plays; drawings by Warren Chappell; photographs by Constantine Manos
and others. Random House, 1961. 137p. (All About ... Books.) $1.95.
A good book on the subject, especially for the reader who has some familiarity with
it, since some of the material is too detailed for the beginner. The first part of the
book is devoted to the various instruments; quite adequate, although the illustrations
are not as clear as those of Balet's What Makes an Orchestra (Oxford, 1951), which
gives clear pictures of the way each instrument is played, as does Posell's This Is
an Orchestra (Houghton, 1950). The special contribution of this book is the material
on musical forms; the section on the symphony, for example, describes the construc-
tion of each movement and gives a brief resume of great symphonic composers. A
section of biographical notes entitled "Some Important Composers" is appended; all
of the obvious great names are included, but the selection is otherwise fairly random:
Corelli is included, Scarlatti is not; Rossini is included, Puccini is not. Thoroughly
indexed, with titles of compositions indicated by italics.
M Craz, Albert. Getting To Know Italy; illus. by Eleanor Mills. Coward-McCann,
4-6 1961. 64p. $2.50.
An overview of Italy, written in informal style and in a continuous text. The informa-
tion given is adequate, but the book is weaknened by the lack of division of material,
by the occasional generalization: "Anybody in Naples is liable to break out in song at
any moment.", and the fact that many of the illustrations give no information at all.
The same subject is handled better in Epstein's First Book of Italy (Watts, 1959). A
list of Italian words and their pronunciation is appended, as is a brief list of impor-
tant dates and a one-page index.
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Ad De Leeuw, Cateau. The Turn in the Road; illus. by Lili Rethi. Nelson, 1961.
6-7 143p. $2.95.
Set in Holland in the thirteenth century, the story of fourteen-year-old Steven, who
chafed at being a merchant's apprentice. When his master was hurt, Steven went in
his place on a business trip to Utrecht; here his responsible role and his success
in the market gave the boy a new feeling of confidence about the future. Although the
writing is a little slow of pace, the story is interesting because the period back-
ground is vivid and the details of the cloth trade authentic.
M Edwards, Jane. What Happened to Amy? Lothrop, 1961. 191p. $3.
7-9
Joyce gets a summer job as typist for a mystery-story writer, and finds that her
predecessor, Amy, has disappeared. When an arsonist destroys the first draft of a
new book, Joyce and her friend Barry suspect foul play. The mysterious fire, the
fate of Amy, the identity of a man at a nearby rest home (face swathed in bandages),
and the identity of a handsome blond aviator are examined by Joyce, who is wonder-
fully astute and courageous. The mystery is solved, Amy retrieved, and Joyce and
Barry become engaged in a pat happy ending. The style is ornate and the heroine's
role patterned, but the writing has enough pace and suspense to give the story some
interest.
M Estep, Irene. Iroquois; illus. by Robert D. Smith. Melmont, 1961. 31p. Trade
2-3 ed. $2.50; Library ed. $1.88 net.
Informative but dull; some of the illustrative material augments the text but much of
it is not useful and is mediocre in technique. The writing style is static, the material
neatly organized into brief sections on such topics as men's work, women's work,
games, clothing, the long house, the Iroquois village, etc. No index is included.
M Fitzgerald, Christina. Mrs. Killick's Luck; with illus. by Mary Shepard.
5-6 Watts, 1961. 80p. $2.95.
A short novel written by a British child of nine, complete with misspellings and odd
punctuation, the novel having been developed from a prize-winning story in the Sunday
Express. Precocious and amusing as the product of an imaginative child, yet not quite
right for the audience, because the humor is intrinsic in the errata rather than being
deliberate: it is therefore more likely to appeal to adults than to children who are old
enough to read the book independently but young enough to enjoy the level of action.
Penelope, nine, and Tom, seven, find that their friend Mrs. Killick becomes snobbish
when she marries Lord Poshenuff; they foil the wicked Mrs. Algrumbel (the wicked
housekeeper) and are given a pony.
Ad Floherty, John Joseph. Whirling Wings; The Story of the Helicopter; by John
6-9 J. Floherty and Mike McGrady. Lippincott, 1961. 156p. $3.
A book about the helicopter, with most of the text being devoted to anecdotes about
various services and rescue operations, many of them dramatic. One chapter gives
the history of the development of the helicopter, another details the experience of the
authors in flying a machine. The latter explains some of the principles of control and
cites the terminology. The book has two weaknesses: the writing style is florid and
occasionally melodramatic in approach, and the material is somewhat repetitive-
even division into chapters of rescue missions, police operations by helicopter, agri-
cultural use, etc. does not lessen the fact that the text is chiefly a compilation of in-
cidents.
Ad Galdone, Paul, illus. The Three Wishes; pictures by Paul Galdone. Whittlesey
K-2 House, 1961. 28p. $2.50.
A read-aloud version of the familiar folk tale about the kind woodsman who spared a
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tree and was granted three wishes. The story is told with simplicity of structure,
but in folk style: "Hasn't thou naught for supper, dame?" or "He was dazed, as you
may fancy, with wonderment and affright .. ." The illustrations are attractive in
their simplicity and humor, but the text seems to strain a bit for effect in the use
of language.
M Garst, Doris (Shannon). The Burro Who Sat Down; illus. by Gisella Loeffler.
3-4 Barnes, 1961. 50p. $2.75.
Two small children in a Mexican family love their pets, but Mamacita and Papacito
say the animals are useless and must be sold. At a Children's Fair arranged by the
local rich man, Don Fernando, the three animals are on display. Don Fernando,
amused by the burro's trick of sitting down and throwing his rider, trades some of
his best animals for the children's pets. Pedestrian plot, bland writing style that
has little vitality, and illustrations that do not give any feeling for the Mexican back-
ground, since they are highly stylized in the folk-art tradition.
R Godden, Rumer. St. Jerome and the Lion; drawings by Jean Primrose. Viking,
6- 1961. 27p. $2.50.
A gentle retelling of the legend of St. Jerome and the lion, in flowing free verse.
Handsome typography and attractive illustrations in red, black and white; the one
slightly disruptive note of the book is in the several footnotes in which the author ex-
plains her interpretation of details. The writing has a lovely simplicity and mild hu-
mor; the background of monastic life emerges vividly.
R Goudey, Alice E. Here Come the Dolphins!; illus. by Garry MacKenzie.
2-4 Scribner, 1961. 94p. $2.75.
Written with the clarity and simplicity that distinguish all of Mrs. Goudey's informal
and informative books. The illustrations are adequate and quite pleasant, but repeti-
tive. The text describes the habits of dolphins and, in focusing on one dolphin, Little
Bottle-nose, gains dramatic interest. A final section discusses the intelligence of
dolphins and describes some of the feats they have been able to achieve through
training.
M Gramatky, Hardie. Bolivar; written and illus. by Hardie Gramatky. Putnam,
K-2 1961. 63p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A read-aloud book with lively, bright illustrations of market and fiesta scenes in
Ecuador. The story is rather ordinary and patterned: unappreciated animal does a
good deed and is praised. Bolivar is a too-spirited donkey belonging to a farm lad;
a bad example to the other donkeys, Bolivar is in disgrace. His owner takes the
burro to the produce market, and Bolivar upsets several apple carts before he makes
amends. This he does with a contrived incident, distracting the escaped bull that is
frightening the populace; he leads the bull into an enclosure and slams the gate shut
after "the thought flashed through his mind that he alone could do any good, but what-
ever it was had to be done right." Were the denouement realistic or more exagger-
atedly humorous it would be more effective.
Ad Gruenberg, Sidonie (Matsner), ed. Let's Hear a Story; selected by Sidonie
4-7 Matsner Gruenberg; illus. by Dagmar Wilson. Doubleday, 1961. 160p.
yrs. $3.50.
A read-aloud anthology that includes short stories, poems, and books. Of the thirty
selections included, some are appropriate for independent reading by second-grade
children. The selection is judicious and the book is useful, although the material is
available elsewhere and-in the case of such selections as Little Toot or Choo Choo
-it seems a pity to miss the engaging illustrations of the originals.
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M Guy, Anne Welsh. William; illus. by Ernest Crichlow. Dial, 1961. 124p.
4-5 $2.95.
The story of a Negro boy who enters a fifth-grade class in an integrated school and
has some problems of adjustment and acceptance. Commendable as the author's
purpose is, the execution of it is, most unfortunately, mediocre. The situations are
trite, the plot patterned, the characters-in varying degrees-stereotyped. William
is suspected of stealing class funds and is exonerated when Cynthia ("a slender
dainty girl with long waves of shiny dark hair and eyes like blue violets") confesses
. . Cynthia being the most prejudiced child in the class and the one that William
had saved when her hat caught fire. There is also a Stepin Fetchit character called
Sleepy Sam, as lazy as William is industrious. The book ends with a Christmas pro-
gram at which William, who has heretofore refused to do so, sings a Negro hymn.
Very sentimental, quite pedestrian.
NR Hallquist, Britt G. The Search for Fredrik; tr. by Holger Lundbergh. Watts,
5-6 1960. 113p. $2.95.
Translated from the Swedish, a modern adventure story. Pavo is thirteen, his sister
Raili a year younger: they are the Finnish foster-children of a Swedish farmer and
his wife. Hearing that their brother Fredrik (a roving black sheep) is in the environs,
the two set off to find him. They tell their parents that they are going to visit a friend,
later confession their purpose and describing their adventures. Among these are a
visit with gypsies, a night in a hayloft, a hitch with a suspected criminal, etc. At the
close of the book big brother appears, and the three stay up all night with a pilfered
feast and without the knowledge of parents. The plot is contrived, and the implications
of the children's behavior are distressing, with the closing episode giving no allevia-
tion to the poor values or to the artificial and episodic story line.
R Hodges, Margaret. What's for Lunch, Charley?; illus. by Aliki. Dial, 1961.
2-4 72p. $2.75.
A delightful book about a very real boy, written in a light and easy style that captures
completely the child's viewpoint. Charley's parents were wont to say, if he didn't like
his food, "Go eat at the King Charles Hotel." and one day, having forgotten his lunch-
box, that's just what Charley did. Courtesy of his friend the doorman. Charley's small
encounters with his friends at school and with the adults he meets on a tour of the ho-
tel's shops are told with ingenuous humor.
R Hoff, Syd. Little Chief; story and pictures by Syd Hoff. Harper, 1961. 64p.
1 (I Can Read Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
A pioneer-and-Indian story for beginning independent readers, written with a calm
and entertaining disregard for the facts. Nobody to play with, although all of the ani-
mals volunteered their company . . . bored Little Chief was delighted when a group
of children debarked from a wagon train. They played happily together, and when
Little Chief saved the children from a buffalo stampede (because he was a friend of
one of the buffaloes), the adults were so pleased that they decided to stay in the val-
ley. One scene is especially delightful in both text and illustration: Little Chief is
showing the other children what Indians do, and he includes a Rain Dance. No rain.
Happy to be frisking about, they all do a Rain Dance. No rain. When the children are
being called back to their wagons, Little Chief wistfully says "It would have rained
soon."
M Howe, Janet Rogers. Trinket; illus. by Janet Smalley. Westminster, 1961.
4-6 157p. $2.95.
The saga of Trinket, a pony, as she grows up and is loved by a series of owners.
Loving children, Trinket is a success wherever she goes; eventually she gets back
to her original owner and has a colt of her own. Episodic and sentimental, the story
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is quite pedestrian in structure. The redeeming feature of the writing is in the fact
that there is no melodrama: nobody is unkind to the pony and the relationships be-
tween the characters are always kindly. There are, however, too many characters
and they do not come alive.
R Hoyt, Edwin P. Whirlybirds; The Story of Helicopters; illus. by George J.
5-8 Zaffo. Doubleday, 1961. 57p. $2.95.
An oversize book about helicopters, profusely illustrated with drawings of models
old and new. The first section gives the history of flying craft that preceded the
helicopter, from Leonardo da Vinci's discovery of the helicopter principle to the
autogiro that was briefly popular earlier in the twentieth century. Mr. Hoyt then de-
scribes the improvements made in more recent models, and gives a particularly lu-
cid explanation of the principles of rotor controls in heavier-than-air flight. Some
dramatic instances of helicopter missions are given, as well as some of the com-
mercial and military uses of the whirlybird; a brief closing section predicts future
uses. Excellent informational writing; succinct in presentation yet comprehensive
in coverage.
NR Ireson, Barbara. The Story of the Pied Piper; illus. by Gerald Rose. Barnes,
3-5 1961. 30p. $3.25.
Browning's poem is here retold in an abbreviated prose version and in present tense.
Illustrations are stylized and are distractingly page-filling. The retelling has an oc-
casional jarring note: for example, of the mayor, told that he will lose his job if he
doesn't get rid of the rats, "At this the mayor gets hot and bothered." The choice of
present tense seems ill-advised, and the vocabulary is not so simplified as to give
opportunity for independent reading to children who could not read the original. There
seems, therefore, little use for the book, since the original is preferable. The ending
is particularly abrupt in this version.
M Jefferies, Madeleine Milner. Katey; illus. by the author. Hastings House,
K-2 1961. 32p. $2.95.
A read-aloud book written in first person. Katey lived in Texas years ago, and she
tells about the visit of Auntie (no other name given) who came from Paris to visit
Mama. Auntie is very pretty, so Katey is not too surprised when she marries Mr.
Heggens, a neighbor; Auntie leaves her pretty pink parasol as a surprise for Katey.
A slight story with little momentum, illustrated by pedestrian drawings; there is a
minimal interest in the period details, but a love story is not of great appeal at this
level and there is little to the book except for small details of custom and costume
that give a bit of color.
R Joslin, Sesyle. What Do You Do, Dear?; pictures by Maurice Sendak. Scott,
3-6 1961. 44p. $2.75.
yrs.
A second book of manners for the readers of all ages who delighted in What Do You
Say, Dear. Again the illustrations are enchanting in themselves and are perfectly
suited to the bland nonsense of the text. An example of an object lesson in proper
conduct: You are a brave knight sitting around with nothing to do because it is rain-
ing. In distress a Princess calls you to prithee come rescue her because her castle
is floating away in the rain. "What do you do, dear?" . . . turning the page, one finds
the answer, "Put on your rubbers before you go out in the rain."
M Knight, Hilary. Hilary Knight's ABC. Golden Press, 1961. 54p. illus. (Big
5-7 Golden Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.39 net.
yrs.
An oversize alphabet book, with each letter accorded a double-page spread with draw-
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ings that are intricate, page-filling and zanily humorous. The text reads, for exam-
ple, "P is for parasol prince and pagoda" and on the facing page, "What do you
see beginning with P?" The drawing shows a Persian on pillows, with a parasol held
by a pig-tailed Chinese; on the facing page is a high-occupancy pagoda; distributed
over the pages are smaller drawings: a poodle on a pumpkin playing a piano. The
pictures are entertaining and the pages provide opportunity for word-search. The
book does not, however, seem exactly suited for one audience or the other: the
younger child cannot use the book alone as an alphabet book because of the cursive
script and ornate pages; the child old enough to read words like "quintessence. . .
Roquefort . .. hippopotamus . . . needlepoints" does not need an alphabet book for-
mat. Perhaps the better use for the book is as a compilation of puzzle-drawings for
the child old enough to see that on the page that says "L is for leaping ladies and
leopards" that there are lilac, lorgnette, and lavender in the picture as well as the
simpler lamb, lace, and ladder.
Ad Krantz, Hazel. 100 Pounds of Popcorn; illus. by Charles Geer. Vanguard,
3-5 1961. 126p. $2.95.
When the Taylor family found a 100-pound bag of popping corn, they reported it and
were told they might keep it. Andy-eleven-and Sally Jean-eight-decided to go into
the popcorn business, but they soon found it was very complicated. By the time they
had recruited partners, invested capital, organized publicity, found methods of pro-
duction and packaging, and satiated their consumers, they had only nine dollars
apiece. Chapters are somewhat episodic, with pleasant and realistic incidents nar-
rated in an easy style. The story has little momentum or differentiation, but the chil-
dren and their conversation are natural and the book has excellent values (only occa-
sionally obtrusive) in attitudes toward work, cooperative behavior, honesty, and good
relationships between children and adults.
M Lappa, Katherine T. Rob and the Robbins; illus. by Janet McCaffery. Putnam,
1-2 1961. 43p. (See and Read Storybooks.) Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $2.19
net.
Rob Robinson spent as much time as he could in his treehouse, which dismayed the
robins that made their annual return to the same tree. They thought it was their tree,
and urged Rob to go. He thought they were trying to be friendly, until they gave him
a magic berry that enabled him to understand bird talk. The robins finally decided
that they were related because of Rob's name, so they all stayed on in the tree-
friends. The illustrations show the robins partially dressed and flying about with suit-
cases; a crow is shown smoking a pipe. The fanciful element of the story does not
emerge with success, the saving grace of the writing being in the humor that lies in
the birds' attitude toward the No-Feather creature, the boy one, who is trespassing
on their territory.
M Lazarus, Harry. Let's Go to a Clothing Factory; written and illus. by Harry
3-4 Lazarus. Putnam, 1961. 48p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $1.86 net.
Dull text, but straightforward, with few irrelevancies; illustrations are pedestrian in
technique. The material is well-organized, but it seems improbable that readers at
this level would be interested in the routine manufacturing details. The text, by fol-
lowing the processes in the manufacture of one model of a shirt, is unified; however,
the fact that the text has, thereby, little diversity results in dryness as well as unity.
A two-page glossary of terms is appended.
R Lewis, Janet. Keiko's Bubble; illus. by Kazue Mizumura. Doubleday, 1961.
3-4 63p. $2.50.
The story of a Japanese girl who longed for a doll with which she could really play,
not a beautiful display toy. But her father is having financial trouble, so all Keiko
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gets as a present is a float which is called hers, but is actually a replacement for
father's fishing net. Keiko's bubble (the glass float) brings luck, but is later lost.
When, a year later, Keiko gets her doll, she feels that it is wonderful but not as
wonderful as her lost bubble. A warm and gentle story, with good family relation-
ships, and an interesting picture of modern Japan with the retention of the tradi-
tional courtesy.
M Lionni, Leo. On My Beach There Are Many Pebbles. Obolensky, 1961. 24p.
1-3 illus. $3.50.
An oversize picture book with little text: real or fanciful drawings of pebbles in
black and white are on all pages; on some pages there is a line of text like "These
are fishpebbles," and on the next page, "and goosepebbles." The illustrations are
fascinating in their technique: soft and marvelously textured. However, the lack of
text and the repetitive quality of the illustrations limit the appeal of the book for
the small child; the fact that some of the pebbles are vividly real and some are ar-
tificial (one has "zoo" on it, some have faces) limits the uses of the book. Graphi-
cally impressive, the book is otherwise slight.
NR Lloyd, Pamela. Samuel, the Ambitious Flea; story and pictures by Pamela
4-5 Lloyd. Reilly and Lee, 1961. 31p. $2.
yrs.
A read-aloud story both slight and trite. Samuel was the only flea in his family that
wanted to see the world, so he left his cozy little room in a tight black curl behind
a dog's ear and hopped off. The city was disappointing and frightening; even when
he found a dog, it "was already full of thin city fleas who spoke with a funny accent."
So he went home, married, and raised a family. Pointless, and illustrated with me-
diocrity.
M McDonald, Lucile Saunders. Winter's Answer; by Lucile McDonald and Zola
7-9 H. Ross. Nelson, 1961. 190p. $2.95.
A fairly patterned junior novel about a college girl who, having avoided responsibil-
ity, is forced by a crisis to assume it. Kit, evading the fact that she has not been a
success at school, goes to Florida with her cousin Diane. The two girls find that
Diane's husband is hospitalized; they live on his rundown houseboat and Kit takes
the only job she can get-fountain work at a drug store. She has two suitors, the
charmer who turns out to be a heel and a dependable lad who wins in the end. The
ending of the book is quite routine: girl gets nicer boy, girl gets offered good job,
girl gets long-awaited check for article, girl gets sensible and decides to go back
to college. The writing style is adequate, characterization is stock; the minimal val-
ues in the book lie in the loyalty Kit feels for her cousin, and the persistence with
which she tackles the problems imposed upon her.
Ad McKim, Audrey. Lexy for Short; illus. by Charles Geer. Abingdon, 1961.
5-7 159p. $3.
A fairly patterned and purposive story about a junior-high hoyden. Lexy's father is
called to another church, and she is resolved to turn over a new leaf in the new sit-
uation. Impulsive and kind-hearted, Lexy concerns herself with other people's prob-
lems; at times she is precipitate, but her interference is for good cause and with
good result. Pleasant and realistic family relationships, with slightly stereotyped
characters: tomboy Lexy herself, her irrepressible beau Clarence, popular older
sister Maureen.
Ad Meigs, Cornelia Lynde. Mystery at the Red House; illus. by Robert MacLean.
5-7 Macmillan, 1961. 158p. $3.
A good mystery story, but rather slow of pace; the writing style is good and the
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characters realistic although not drawn in any depth. Looking for a home where he
could spend a year writing a book, Professor Graham and his family come to the
Red House. Nina Graham, eleven, is determined to solve the riddle of a packet of
jewels found in an abandoned well; she knows that it has something to do with the
unexplained disappearance of the owners of the Red House. The explanation of the
disappearance, the jewels (to which Nina was led by a series of clues), and the de-
termined silence of the neighbors is not melodramatic, but it is quite involved, so
that the ending of the story is weak.
R Merrill, Jean. The Superlative Horse; illus. by Ronni Solbert. Scott, 1961.
4-6 79p. $3.
An unusual story about ancient China, suggested by an old Taoist tale, and illustrated
beautifully in appropriate technique that resembles the art of early China. In the
court of Duke Mu, who had China's greatest stables, there was need to replace the el-
derly and beloved head groom. The old man suggested an unknown lad who, put to the
test, produced a superlative new horse; wise, simple, and honest, the boy became
head groom and-eventually-Chief Minister. Through the story runs the thread of the
machinations, humorously described, of a pompous official who wanted power and dis-
paraged the boy. Although the writing style has a quiet dignity, it does not lack mo-
mentum and seems particularly well suited to the period and place.
Ad Minier, Nelson. The Lady in the Jungle; The Story of Mary Kingsley in Africa.
7-10 Macrae, 1961. 190p. $2.95.
A biography of the intrepid Victorian Mary Kingsley, who spent years in Africa, ex-
ploring and collecting specimens, and who came back to England to plead for under-
standing of the African people. Based on her own Travels in West Africa, the mate-
rial is dramatic and often humorous; the book is weakened by a writing style that is
rather ponderous and by an adulatory attitude.
R Morrison, Lillian. Remember Me when This You See; A New Collection of
4-9 Autograph Verses; illus. by Marjorie Bauernschmidt. Crowell, 1961.
182p. $2.95.
An entertaining compilation of autographs for all occasions-the sort of humor or
sentiment that is perenially popular with children of elementary school age. Also in-
cluded are many of the mildly insulting remarks that youngsters at some stage con-
sider the epitome of wit. The autographs are grouped by topic: love, friendship, grad-
uation, etc.
M Murray, Kathryn. Tips to Teen-Agers. Putnam, 1961. 72p. illus. $2.50.
7-10
Somewhat abrupt and occasionally flippant, a run-of-the-mill compilation of sugges-
tions about grooming, personality, dancing, etc. for teen age boys and girls. Text is
broken into short, separated topics and paragraphs; illustrations are photographs of
wholesome boys and girls. While the coverage of topics is less comprehensive than
in most books of this kind, there is some usefulness in the portion of the book that
is devoted to dance etiquette and dance instructions-these being done with diagrams
as in the ordinary instruction manual.
M Newton, Douglas. The First Book of Kings; pictures by John Griffin. Watts,
5-7 1961. 66p. $1.95.
A page or two of text and a drawing (usually a portrait) is devoted to a short account
of each of twenty-five rulers. The material describes the accomplishments for which
each king was famous, rather than being fully biographical. The twenty-five subjects
range from Hammurabi to George VI of England, and represent many countries; the
choice seems somewhat random, especially in the selection of British monarchs.
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Some of the subjects are less famous than others (Shih Huang Ti as contrasted to
Napoleon) and the compilation seems to serve little purpose other than to introduce
these to the reader, since the random choice and brevity of examination severely
limit usefulness. Two brief sections close the book, one page entitled "Names for
Kings" and another on "Kings of the Future," which devotes a paragraph to each of
five contemporary heirs-apparent.
R Ogilvie, Elisabeth. Becky's Island. Whittlesey House, 1961. 187p. $3.25.
7-10
A good Maine story with a strong central character. Vicky and her cousin Georgina
were both seventeen, members of a big family that spent summers in Maine. Vicky,
a tomboy, found for the first time that she envied Georgie's popularity; restless,
she became interested in the derelict community on Becky's Island. The story of
Vicky's devotion to the neglected children on the island and of her successful pro-
gram to get them a school and a teacher is written with pace and in easy style. The
contrast between Vicky's background-the big, happy, busy family-and the scenes
and people on the island is dramatic and effective. Good ethical values, good details
of period and locale, good characterization.
Ad Olds, Helen (Diehl). What Will I Wear?; illus. by Lisl Weil. Knopf, 1961.
1-2 28p. $2.50.
A story for girls who are beginning readers. Pam loved the cowboy outfit that Mother
had sent, so she wore it the day of the Governor's visit. But all the other girls wore
frilly dresses and Pam was left out; next day she wore her frilly dress-but it was
the wrong thing for a picnic. Unhappy, Pam told Grandma all about it and they decided
that, in Mother's absence, Grandma should be consulted; when Pam was asked to a
party, the dress that Grandma helped her choose was just right. A rather slight story,
mild but realistic, with sprightly illustrations.
Ad Pender, Lydia. Barnaby and the Horses; pictures by Alie Evers. Abelard-
K-2 Schuman, 1961. 40p. $2.75.
An Australian author describes the carefree day of small Barnaby in free-flowing
narrative poetry; the illustrations in this read-aloud book are variable, some being
gently reflective of the mood in the story, others being distractingly busy-occasion-
ally making the print very difficult to see. Barnaby let the horses escape when he
forgot to put up the slip-rails of the paddock fence. As Barnaby goes from one ploy
to another, an italicized reminder is on the facing page: "(Have you forgotten the
horses, Barnaby? Barnaby, have you forgotten the horses?)" Slight material, pleas-
antly evocative imagery, anticlimactic ending.
R Phleger, Fred. Red Tag Comes Back; pictures by Arnold Lobel. Harper,
1-2 1961. 64p. (I Can Read Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
A very simply written book about the life cycle of the salmon, for beginning independ-
ent readers. A small boy calls one fish, tagged by man from the Fish and Wildlife
Service, Red Tag; four years later, when Red Tag has returned to her home waters
to spawn, the boy points her out to his little sister. The text describes the hazards
that the fish faces and her needs for survival, all of these being applicable to all
wildlife: larger predators of the same and of other species, traps, and natural phys-
ical hazards face Red Tag; she must have food and must follow the instinctive pat-
terns to migrate and to breed.
R Podendorf, Illa. The True Book of Magnets and Electricity; pictures by Robert
2-4 Borja. Childrens Press, 1961. 47p. $2.
A good beginning science book, simply written and well-organized, with basic princi-
ples being established before the text moves to extensions of operation. Suggestions
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are made for simple demonstration projects. A few of the illustrations are not quite
clear, but they are informative for the most part. Large, clear print facilitates read-
ing ease; appended are a page summarizing facts that have been established, and a
page of suggestions for things to do.
Ad Podendorf, Illa. The True Book of Weather Experiments; pictures by Felix
2-4 Palm. Children's Press, 1961. 47p. $2.
A discussion of various weather phenomena, with simple home demonstration activ-
ities suggested. The text is authoritative and careful scientific writing; especially
valuable is the author's tendency to avoid being dogmatic: "You can probably see that
the ground that was in the sun was warmer." There are, unfortunately, several minor
weaknesses: some of the illustrations are not clear, and in an occasional place the
text is not adequate. For example, in describing an experiment in water condensa-
tion, in which a can of ice is set over a bowl of warm water, "Water in the warm air
gathers in drops on the cold cup. They may fall as rain." ... an additional linking
sentence would have made the jump from specific experiment to general application
more obvious. Some of the illustrations are quite inadequate.
Ad Preussler, Otfried. The Little Witch; illus. by Winnie Gayler; tr. by Anthea
4-6 Bell. Abelard-Schuman, 1961. 127p. $2.75.
First published in Germany in 1958 under the title Die Kleine Hexe. Too young to
join in the annual Walpurgis Night dance, the little witch sneaks in; for punishment
she is told that she must be a good witch all year. For a year she does good deeds,
only to find that she is a pariah, because a "good" witch is bad. She casts three
spells, abolishing all other witches; alone, she happily cavorts on Walpurgis Night.
A bit drawn out, but written in light and humorous style; the witch and her talking
raven are made believable and quite sympathetic characters.
M Rand, Ann. Umbrellas, Hats, and Wheels; with pictures by Jerome Snyder.
K-2 Harcourt, 1961. 28p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.57 net.
A read-aloud picture book that has beautiful illustrations in an unusual technique-
marvelously intricate and colorful paintings. The text points out that there are all
kinds of wheels, hats, and umbrellas; in hats, for example, there are flowered hats,
hunter's caps, Indian turbans, stiff bowlers, etc. The illustrations do not give all of
the varieties mentioned, and the varieties are cited in a cataloging that is sometimes
contrived. For example, "There are all kinds of hats. An Englishman wears one on
his head that looks like a loaf of very black bread." The hat shown is not black at all,
and the bowler is not peculiar to the English, nor is it worn by all Englishmen. The
book closes with the reflection that no two things are alike, but "each one is different
from the other, which makes the world more fun."-a conclusion that seems brief and
anticlimactic. The conclusion is not warranted by the text that precedes it.
M Ratigan, Eleanor. Deep Water; illus. by Reisie Lonette. Lothrop, 1961. 158p.
6-8 $3.
A fairly patterned novel about overcoming a fear and scoring a quick success in a
sport. Sue Ellen, afraid of the water, had lied and said she could swim; therefore,
she felt responsible when a child had drowned, even though others had attempted res-
cue. Sent to visit her sister in Florida, Sue Ellen became interested in watching the
swim team, decided to learn on her own, made the team, won a race in a meet. Fair-
ly routine, including the incident in which Sue Ellen saves a drowning child after she
has learned to swim; the pattern is varied somewhat, however, by minor variations
that improve the book: for example, the beautiful and snobbish star of the team turns
out to be hardworking and devoted to sport. Family relations are almost too smooth,
school life is slighted. The writing is often cluttered by detailed descriptions of
Florida background: Sue Ellen, on first arriving, is introduced to innumerable local
plants.
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Ad Ross, George E. Know Your Presidents and Their Wives; illus. by Seymour
5- Fleishman. Rand McNally, 1961. 72p. $2.95.
A useful quick reference book, with pages laid out to facilitate such use: material
about the president on one page, material about his wife (or official White House
hostess) on the facing page. The page is headed by a portrait or photograph, with
vital statistics in large type below the subject's name. A brief biographical sketch
follows below, and facts about the public career and administrative events of the
presidents are cited in a list appended to his biography. An alphabetical index is ap-
pended. The writing is light and informal, mildly adulatory, occasionally having, in
the biography of a wife, material that might better be included in her husband's bi-
ography. Most of the recto pages have illustrations that are pedestrian and are in-
formative about costume details at most.
R Rumsey, Marian. The Seal of Frog Island; illus. by E. Harper Johnson. Mor-
3-5 row, 1961. 48p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.60 net.
An entertaining story about a seal that adopted a family. John, seven, had no friends
because he lived on an island where his father was keeper of a light house; the baby
seal he found, whom he named Albert, became a constant companion. Albert gave
some trouble, but John and his parents enjoyed his tricks and were sorry when the
seal left to join a colony. Next spring Albert came back, and they realized she should
have been named Alberta, because she had brought her baby home. Easy style, quiet
bits of humor; the seal is never credited with extraordinary powers, its one laudable
action (starting a fire that warned a ship at a time the lighthouse lamp had failed) be-
ing a fortunate result of rolling on kerosene drums, a practice for which it had been
scolded. A good book for reading aloud to first and second grade children.
Ad Schlein, Miriam. Amuny, Boy of Old Egypt; illus. by Thea Dupays. Abelard-
5-7 Schuman, 1961. 159p. $3.
A good story about an ordinary family of ancient Egypt, whose younger son wants
above all to be a scribe; Amuny knows, however, that it is improbable that the son
of a farmer will have such an opportunity. Knowing the boy's ambition and the efforts
he has been making to teach himself, Amuny's older brother arranges that the lad
shall go to Scribe School. Period details are convincing, but the characters are rather
flat and the story moves slowly.
NR Schloat, G. Warren. The Haunted Forest. Knopf, 1961. 30p. illus. $2.95.
K-2
A read-aloud picture book with fanciful text and cartoon-style illustrations. Andy de-
cides, for the first time, to take the short cut to his grandfather's house although it
lies through the Haunted Forest. Here he plays marbles with a marble tree, throws
a basketball back to a basketball tree, is carried by two trees walking as stilts, etc.
Andy goes off to Pleasantville with presents from all the trees. A rather pointless
story, with a weak ending; the fantasy is not convincing, and the only humor lies in
exaggeration.
NR Schuman, Sylvie. Season of Love. Watts, 1961. 211p. $2.95.
7-9
Fourteen love stories, all with happy endings of either the girl-gets-boy or girl-
adjusts-to-not-getting-boy variety. The problems in the stories are realistic enough:
the girl who has been thought aloof because she is insecure, the girl who finds that
playing the field is unsatisfactory, the girl who is overshadowed by a popular sister.
The problems are realistic, but they are quite patterned, and they-as well as the
characters and the solutions to problems--are treated in pedestrian fashion. The
writing style is brittle and superficial.
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R Shura, Mary Francis. The Garret of Greta McGraw; illus. by Leslie Goldstein.
4-6 Knopf, 1961. 114p. $2.75.
A compact and smoothly written mystery story, with a logical exposition. Although
the two children, Greta and her friend Peter, are remarkably independent and suc-
cessful in their investigations, their prowess is believable because the ploys are log-
ical and because they are not outguessing adults. Strange noises in the attic lead
Greta to the discovery that a boarded section is full of old costumes; the prowler, it
turns out, has been looking for jewels set into a belt belonging to the former actress
and owner of the converted house. The one patterned aspect of the story is in the fact
that the jewels enable the owner to save her home.
Ad Smith, Moyne Rice. Plays and How To Put Them On; illus. by Don Bolognese.
5-6 Walck, 1961. 169p. Trade ed. $4; Library ed. $3 net.
Seven one-act plays with production notes, preceded by two chapters of advice and
information. A brief list of stage terms is included, and appended are a list of addi-
tional plays and a list of books about children's plays, costumes, and creative dra-
matics. The seven plays are adequate and simple to stage, but not unusual. The chap-
ter on theater equipment is helpful, the chapter entitled "Story into Play" less so: it
is often too general, and it is inadequate in one most important aspect, that of creat-
ing stage dialogue out of appropriate story material.
NR Smith, Theresa (Kalab). Dilly Dally; written and illus. by Theresa Kalab Smith.
1 Steck, 1961. 48p. $1.75.
Dilly Dally was the only little duck that could not swim. He wanted to play with his
friends, Chee Chee and Billy Bunny. Then it began to rain. "Rain! " said Chee Chee.
"See the rain! " said Billy Bunny. "Rain! Rain! Rain! " When Chee Chee fell into
the water, Dilly Dally rescued him and found that swimming was fun. Trite and pedes-
trian, with sweetly pretty illustrations of small animals. So much is available today
for the beginning independent reader that the Dick-and-Jane style seems no longer
necessary.
R Sootin, Harry. 12 Pioneers of Science. Vanguard, 1960. 254p. illus. $3.
7-12
Each of the twelve brief biographies included is devoted to a man who was a pioneer
in his field; the prefatory note indicates that the author selected his subjects on the
bases of international representation, diversity of field, and-when possible-subjects
who have been little written about in recent years. Each biography is written in two
parts: a reconstruction of the actual scene of discovery, and a more sedate life his-
tory. The device makes the biographies vivid; the book will probably stimulate read-
ers to further exploration; the collection is more interesting than most such bqcause
it does not use (with the exception of Darwin) usual material. An excellent bibliogra-
phy is appended.
R Spencer, Cornelia. Claim to Freedom; The Rise of the Afro-Asian People.
7- Day, 1962. 19 0p. illus. $0.00.
An examination of the changes that have taken place in the countries of Africa and
Asia, with some discussion also of treatment of minority peoples in the United States.
The one weakness of the book is in the rather contrived framework for this examina-
tion. A third-generation Indian in Nairobi meets a group of young Americans and takes
them to his home; in their conversations, and in subsequent happenings in the life and
musings of Chandra, all of the description of-and facts about-colonialism, race rela-
tions, independence, and mixed heredity emerge. In some parts of the book the tech-
nique is very effective: as, for example, when Chandra's mother tells him that she is
part African, and he must reconsider his own feelings about Indian and African herit-
age. In other places, the long expositions about a struggle for freedom (including his-
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torical or statistical data) seem awkward when presented as conversation. On the
whole, the author does such a fine job in showing the similarities in feeling, the di-
versities in influences, and the problems in communication and understanding, that
the book gives a broad and sympathetic picture of all of the nations that are striving
for freedom and independence. In addition to the index and the bibliography, a most
useful table is appended, listing the countries in Africa and Asia and giving their
area, population, colonial history, status of independence in 1960, and relation to the
United Nations.
R Titus, Eve. Anatole over Paris; pictures by Paul Galdone. Whittlesey House,
K-2 1961. 32p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.84 net.
Another entertaining story about that enterprising mouse, Anatole; delightful illus-
trations in clear colors echo the insouciance of the story and give the Parisian back-
ground. Anatole, always the kind father, is repairing a huge kite for his six little
ones; a gust of wind carries them all off on the kite and it is only because Anatole is
brave, resourceful, and intrepid that all his dear ones once again reach French soil.
NR Turner, Eloise Fain. Inside You and Me; A Child's Introduction to the Human
3-4 Body; by Eloise Fain Turner and Carroll Lane Fenton; illus. by Lee Smith.
Day, 1961. 62p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.81 net.
An introduction to human physiology, written in a quite flippant style and illustrated
in the same vein. Most of the information given is accurate, but it seems most mis-
leading to say of a skeleton, "He wears a cap made of hair .. ." or "Well, this book
is about THAT skeleton - The one that walks when you walk and talks when you
talk ... " A skeleton does not talk, so that the authors are using the term very
loosely; there is little reason, also, to endow a skeleton with personality; and it is
improbable that the coy style will make the facts about anatomy more interesting.
Ad Turngren, Annette. The Copper Kettle; illus. by Polly Jackson. Prentice-Hall,
3-5 1961. 175p. $2.95.
Revised from the 1939 edition, a story of rural Sweden in the, 1800's, with nine-year-
old Mari the central character. Mari is the youngest in her family, a kind-hearted,
imaginative, lively child who is the despair of her mother because she is such a tom-
boy. Period and background details are good; characterization is adequate if occa-
sionally sentimentalized; the writing style is also slightly sentimental and sedate.
The illustrations give costume detail but are pedestrian.
R Unnerstad, Edith. Journey to England; illus. by Ulla Sundin-Wickman. Mac-
5-7 millan, 1951. 212p. $3.25.
First published in Sweden under the title Englandresan. Brosus'and his sister
Margita, fearful because their mother has been so long absent from Sweden, discover
that she is reported to have gone to England. A skilled haircraft worker, Mother has
disappeared in London; in 1885 hairgoods were the rage, and the children are sure
they can find mother working somewhere. The trail leads them to the countryside,
where they have several adventures-some of which are due to their difficulty with
the language. While some of the incidents move slowly, there is enough suspense in
the search to maintain reader interest; the characterization is good, and the back-
grounds in both Sweden and England are interesting-especially the unusual situation
of Swedish children in rural England.
Ad Vaughan, Sam. New Shoes; illus. by Cyncy Szekeres. Doubleday, 1961. 26p.
4-6 $2.95.
yrs.
Light and amusing rhyming text describes a small girl's visit to the shoe store to
buy a pair of shoes; the bright illustrations echo the nonsense of the writing as the
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child examines the interesting problems of selection and the fanciful possibilities
and purposes at her imaginative command.
R Warner, Sunny B. Tobias and His Big Red Satchel; written and illus. by Sunny
K-2 B. Warner. Knopf, 1961. 32p. $3.
A read-aloud tall tale in verse, with lively illustrations in black and white, except
for the indispensable satchel, which is red. Mother questions the usefulness of each
item in the satchel that Tobias carries with him everywhere, and he explains. The
saw, for example, he used to saw out a doorway, rescuing a carpenter who had built
himself into a house; the shovel was used to dig a channel into the sea, thereby res-
cuing a stranded whale. There is no plot to sustain interest, but the nonsense situa-
tions are entertaining and the rhyme and rhythm of the verse are brisk and gay.
NR Webb, Robert N. Trapped on North Island. Duell, 1961. 151p. $3.
5-7
A melodramatic adventure story about two boys, fourteen and fifteen, who are ma-
rooned on an island by a tornado. A payroll bandit makes a crash landing on the is-
land, the boys rescue from the plane an infant, hearing on the radio that the plane
was stolen and that the baby is the son of the doctor to whom the plane belongs. The
story of the struggles with the gunman and of the arrival of the boys' fathers is
drawn-out and improbable; characterization is shallow, illustrations are poor and
in them the boys seem far too young; the writing style is turgid with slang and heavy
with triteness, dialogue being especially weak.
R Williams, Ursula Moray. The Earl's Falconer; illus. by Charles Geer. Mor-
6-8 row, 1961. 189p. $2.95.
Published in 1959 in Great Britain under the title The Noble Hawks, an unusual story
of medieval days, vivid with details of falconry and feudal life. Son of a yeoman,
Dickon is interested in only one thing: falconry; because of his ability and his devo-
tion, the boy is given a chance to train under the tutelage of a master falconer, and
eventually to become a squire. The appended glossary is helpful, but most of the
terminology is comprehensible because of the context. The writing is wonderfully
consistent in atmosphere and in a feeling for the period. The characterization is
good, and the book has no extraneous characters or incidents, but is compactly con-
structed. Although the story would appeal to fifth grade readers, the style is quite
difficult for the average fifth grade reading ability.
R Williamson, Joanne S. The Glorious Conspiracy. Knopf, 1961. 211p. $3.
7-10
An excellent historical novel told in first person. Ben Brown is a small boy in Eng-
land in the 1780's, and he runs away to America. A fugitive from the apprentice sys-
tem that prevailed in the days of child labor, Ben makes his way to New York. He
grows up and gets his education during the years when the Hamiltonian and Jeffer-
sonian camps are struggling for supremacy. The political background is paramount
in Ben's story; the background and the personal narrative are beautifully woven to-
gether. Characterization is forceful and the writing has pace and excitement.
M Wright, Dare. The Lonely Doll Learns a Lesson. Random House, 1961. 52p.
3-5 illus. $1.95.
yrs.
An oversize book of photographs that depicts the same characters as were in previ-
ous Lonely Doll books: Edith, Mr. Bear, and Little Bear. Here the pictures show the
three toys posed with a live kitten; better than the preceding books, this book points-
although in a quite purposive fashion-to some of the problems that small children
have: friendship values and sharing possessions. The photographs are ingenious, but
they are still contrived photographs.


